Additional Backup Slides
The Importance of Mobility

Mobility remains a high-priority CIO issue that will drive steady growth in demand for mobile products and services for several years.

*Mobility has become a critical component of the IT and communication fabric for business of all sizes.*
Q: “What are your organization’s key benefits and challenges with regard to the deployment of mobile and wireless technologies?”

**Key Mobility Benefits**

1. Empower employees to be more productive
2. Fast, reliable wireless communications
3. Efficiencies from better supply chain and inventory management
4. Improved customer service
5. Gain competitive advantage from real time information

**Key Mobility Challenges**

1. Cost of hardware
2. Cost of software, integration, service, and support
3. Security concerns
4. Mobile device and infrastructure management
5. Interference/performance problems
Mobility Enabled Access

Enterprise Application Integration
Workflow Processing
GIS Mapping & Spatial Services
Knowledge Base Search and Content
Contact Centers

Multi-Channel Government Access
- FIXED LINE
- CELLULAR
- WiFi
- In-Person
- Fax/Letter
- Internet

Government Access is Second Nature
You can easily access the government information and services you need at your convenience; at home on your computer or on the move from your cell phone ...
Government Departments have the tools they need to efficiently dispatch crews, optimize service plans, repair infrastructure, and provide accountable services to their citizens ...
Government Leaders have real time access to what’s happening in their community. They can view departmental results, proactively allocate resources, and streamline response... reducing the cost of delivering accountable government services.
Capture – Eyes on the Street

Effectively Gather Information from Multiple Sources

Permanent Cameras
- Cost effective – built in wireless
- Scalable – start small and expand
- Flexible – install without fiber
Capture – Eyes on the Street

Effectively Gather Information from Multiple Sources

Tri-Pod Cameras
- Quick setup for instant video
- Enhance incident scene management
- Ad hoc capability

Fixed Camera
Deployable Camera
Capture – Eyes on the Street

Wireless Broadband Backhaul
- Point-to-Point and Point-to-Multipoint
- Secure and reliable
- Less costly than fiber or cable

Effectively Gather Information from Multiple Sources

Fixed Camera
Deployable Camera
Camera Analytics
Wireless Networks
Share Video with First Responders

Receive and Share Video Information
- Deliver live or recorded video to mobile devices
- Optimize video streams for wireless
- Information where it’s needed most

Improve Situational Awareness
Real-Time Delivery

Better Information for Better Decisions